AK SPRAY

HIGH QUALITY SPRAY PAINT BASIC LINE
**AK 1009**  
**FINE PRIMER BLACK**  
Basic Spray line. 400ml  
Easy to apply, the primer of plastic models will become simple and more effective. This primer has excellent coverage and is recommended for use prior to painting. Works on plastic or metal.  
AK spray paints are not affected by acrylic, enamel paints or extreme weathering. Ultra resistant and with the best adherence. Before using you will need to shake the spray well, at least a minute to get a good mixture.

**AK 1010**  
**FINE PRIMER GREY**  
Basic Spray line. 400ml  
Easy to apply, the primer of plastic models will become simple and more effective. This primer has excellent coverage and is recommended for use prior to painting. Works on plastic or metal.  
AK spray paints are not affected by acrylic, enamel paints or extreme weathering. Ultra resistant and with the best adherence. Before using you will need to shake the spray well, at least a minute to get a good mixture.

**AK 1011**  
**FINE PRIMER WHITE**  
Basic Spray line. 400ml  
Easy to apply, the primer of plastic models will become simple and more effective. This primer has excellent coverage and is recommended for use prior to painting. Works on plastic or metal.  
AK spray paints are not affected by acrylic, enamel paints or extreme weathering. Ultra resistant and with the best adherence. Before using you will need to shake the spray well, at least a minute to get a good mixture.

**AK 1012**  
**GLOSS VARNISH**  
Basic Spray line. 400ml  
High Quality Varnish to get an amazing Gloss finish with a non-yellowing stability. Ultra resistant and with the best adherence.

**AK 1013**  
**MATT VARNISH**  
Basic Spray line. 400ml  
High Quality Varnish to get an amazing matt finish with a non-yellowing stability. Ultra resistant and with the best adherence.

**AK 1014**  
**SEMI-GLOSS VARNISH**  
Basic Spray line. 400ml  
High Quality Varnish to get an amazing satin finish with a non-yellowing stability. Ultra resistant and with the best adherence.

**AK 1015**  
**PROTECTIVE VARNISH**  
Basic Spray line. 400ml  
Special varnish to protect your models and figures if is needed a constant manipulation. Developed for Wargamers. Ultra resistant and with the best adherence. The paint is a synthetic varnish that cures in a short period of time. Easy to apply, the protection will become simple and more effective.
AK SPRAY

HIGH QUALITY SPRAY PAINT BASIC LINE

AK 1016
FINE METAL PRIMER
Basic Spray line. 150ml
Product in spray with a grey tone special for priming metal parts featuring a high opacity once dry. This spray primer can be applied directly over metal, is ultra-resistant and with the best adherence. Until no more paint comes out of the diffuser, thus avoiding the obstruction of the diffuser.

AK 1017
FINE RESIN PRIMER
Basic Spray line. 150ml
Product in spray with a grey tone special for priming resin parts featuring a high opacity once dry. This spray primer can be applied directly on resin, is ultra-resistant and with the best adherence.

AK 1018
MICROFILLER PRIMER
Basic Spray line. 150ml
This self-leveling coating is useful for filling bumps, dents, scratches, for removing bubbles, texturing... It is suitable for large-scale repairs and can be used as soluble putty.

AK 1019
GREAT WHITE BASE
Basic Spray line. 150ml
Special base for vivid colors. This product offer you a high opacity base ultra white perfect to get a high intensity in colors painted. The product is a synthetic lacquer that cures in a short period of time. Easy to apply, painting of vivid colors become simple and more effective after this ultra resistant and fine basecoat.

AK 1020
RUST BASECOAT
Basic Spray line. 150ml
Special base for rust. This product offer you a high opacity base to start rust effects. AK spray paints are not affected by acrylic, enamel paints or extreme weathering. Ultra resistant and with the best adherence.

AK 1021
FLESH BASE
Basic Spray line. 150ml
Special base for flesh. This product offer you a high opacity base to paint flesh and skin tones. AK spray paints are not affected by acrylic, enamel paints or extreme weathering.
The decoration of models will become simple with this spray in Aluminum tone, perfect for planes, spaceships or any other task. These cans of spray paint are extremely useful for painting large or small surfaces.

**AK 1023**
**DUNKELGELB**
Basic Spray line. 150ml
The decoration of models will become simple with this spray in Dunkelgelb tone, perfect for WWII German vehicles.

**AK 1024**
**SAND YELLOW**
Basic Spray line. 150ml
The decoration of models will become simple with this spray in sand yellow tone, perfect for WWII and modern vehicles in desert sand.

**AK 1025**
**OLIVE DRAB**
Basic Spray line. 150ml
The decoration of models will become simple with this spray in Olive Drab tone, perfect for WWII and modern US Vehicles and allies.

**AK 1026**
**RUSSIAN GREEN**
Basic Spray line. 150ml
The decoration of models will become simple with this spray in Russian Green tone, perfect for WWII and modern Russian Vehicles.

**AK 1027**
**PANZERGREY**
Basic Spray line. 150ml
The decoration of models will become simple with this spray in Panzergrey tone, perfect for WWII German vehicles.
COSPLAY MARKET

SCENARIOS, TIPS AND TECHNIQUES FOR WARGAMES

RE viewing and News
TERRAINS FOR GAMES
PAINTING TECHNIQUES
AMBIENCE TECHNIQUES

Moonshiners of the Apocalypse
STARTER 1st quarter
Wargaming boards are an important part of the whole that is gaming itself. Who does not like to play on a board that offers a miniaturized version of reality, one in which we can faithfully develop the story we want to play. This is the first issue of a new magazine that is born with the intention to help you to create your own personalized table, without investing an excessive amount of time or money. It is something that can be done alone at home, at the club or with our children, but knowing the tips and tricks to achieve a faultless finish, that is strong enough to be used and is made exactly how we want it.
A new range of metallic paints created from a wax base. Made from high quality pigments, achieving extremely realistic effects. The basic product can be used in all branches of scale modelling, and they can be applied by brush, with the fingertip, or with a cotton swab, you can also use them with an airbrush diluted with our White Spirit and the result will be amazing with a smoother surface. Once dried, they can be polished to achieve a metallic finish. They can be used from Fantasy figures to any other branch of modelling as trains, planes, AFVs etc.
AK Interactive has always been distinguished by the quality of its weathering products for military vehicles, but now we invite you to see our latest creation, the new generation of acrylics, entirely developed in our new facilities and laboratories. Our new acrylic colors offer all kinds of advantages and improvements that will help you paint your models quickly and smoothly. Colors specially designed for airbrush and brush use, which do not clog the tip of the airbrush and are easily cleaned with water. And of course they are not toxic and do not smell. In addition, a wide range of specific colors is offered for “modulation” RAL colors with downscaling for varying themes and for other effects like rust, chipping, caterpillar tracks, etc.

The development of our craft has always been supported by our range of paints. These are specially diluted to create the necessary transparency to paint a model using this method. The back of the box contains a step by step explanation of the painting process. Each color is different and has tonal variations to give more depth to your model.
AK 1124
GERMAN RED PRIMER
APPRÈT ROUGE ALLEMAND
Set Spécial de Modulation et effets
Acrylic paints. 6 jars. 17ml

AK 1160
GERMAN PANZER GREY
GRIS PANZER ALLEMAND
Set Spécial de Modulation et effets
Acrylic paints. 6 jars. 17ml

AK 1167
GERMAN CAMOUFLAGE
CAMOUFLAGE ALLEMAND
All camouflage colors used by the German Army.
Tous les couleurs de camouflage utilisés par l’Armée Allemande.
Acrylic paints. 6 jars. 17ml

AK 1552
GERMAN DUNKELGELB
DUNKELGELB ALLEMAND
Special Modulation Set to make a dark yellow base color and effects
Set Spécial de Modulation pour créer une base de couleur jaune et effets
Acrylic paints. 6 jars. 17ml

AK 1131
US OLIVE DRAB
OLIVE TERNE US
Olive Drab Modulation base color and effects.
Base de couleur Olive Terne et effets.
Acrylic paints. 6 jars. 17ml

AK 1553
4BO RUSSIAN GREEN
VERT RUSSE 4BO
4BO Modulation base color and effects.
Base de couleur Modulation 4BO et effets.
Acrylic paints. 6 jars. 17ml
After long time of tests and proofs, we are proud to offer the modelers the most complete range of products specially developed for dioramas. They are easy to use, and you can follow our YouTube channel to see how to use them too.

With our DIORAMA series everything is possible.

AK 800
DIO RAMAS F.A.Q.

560 pages.
This is a complete guide for building dioramas, vignettes, and environments. This book gives away all the secrets of the master modeler Rubén González. You will find detailed information on how to make any kind of terrain, weather effects such as snow, rain, desert and anything you can think of. The most complete and ultimate guide to cover all those difficult tasks that often arise when trying to figure out how to build dioramas. For sure a must-have for the modeling world. A book for the modeling history.

MORE THAN 30 NEW PRODUCTS FOR DIO RAMAS

Land, effects of nature, water, snow, etc. With our DIORAMA series everything is possible.
The figure series colours are specially designed for painting with a brush to produce a matte and intense finish suitable for this genre. This range is designed in co-operation with the best figure painters in Europe. The 90 colours of this display cover uniforms of all eras and any army, WWI & WWII modern, napoleonic, medieval, western, etc. With the best qualities for figure painters.

FIGURE SERIES DISPLAY

AK 3001 PANZER CREW BLACK UNIFORMS

AK 3010 FLESH AND SKIN COLORS

AK 3020 M-44 CAMOUFLAGE UNIFORM

AK 3030 LEATHER & BUCKLES

AK 3040 SPLITTERMUSTER UNIFORM COLORS

AK 3050 WAFFEN SS FALL/WINTER CAMOUFLAGE COLORS

AK 3060 WAFFEN SS SPRING/SUMMER CAMOUFLAGE COLORS

AK 3070 US ARMY SOLDIER UNIFORM COLORS

AK 3110 D.A.K. SOLDIER UNIFORM COLORS

AK 3120 SOVIET WWII UNIFORM COLORS

AK 3140 GERMAN FIELD GREY UNIFORMS
AK Interactive is now the market leader with the biggest range of specific weathering products for modeling. All our products are enamel based for easier blending. With AK Interactive the modeler is able to achieve many effects such as rust, rainmarks, grime, and many others. Explore our catalogue and enjoy them.

**SPECIAL DEPOSITS**

Dust and rust can be achieved now with a new and ultra realistic appearance. This new formula achieves a matte finish and allows to refine while it is drying.

- **AK 675** - Decay Deposit for Abandoned Vehicles
- **AK 676** - Moss Deposit
- **AK 4061** - Sand Yellow Deposit
- **AK 4062** - Light Dust Deposit
- **AK 4063** - Brown Earth Deposit
- **AK 4111** - Light Rust Deposit
- **AK 4112** - Medium Rust Deposit
- **AK 4113** - Dark Rust Deposit

**ENAMEL DISPLAY**

Under our display you can find all of our weathering products. The definitive collection of weathering products for scale modelling of all branches.

- Width: 450 mm
- Height: 1900 mm
- Depth: 400 mm
Our range of products designed for these effects are exact reproductions of the distinct surroundings found around the world.

The definitive range of products to cover all the possibilities of camouflages and achieve depth in panels on all kind of aircraft models.

DUST, MUD AND NATURE EFFECTS

Our range of products designed for these effects are exact reproductions of the distinct surroundings found around the world.

VARNISHES

- AK 011 WHITE SPIRIT
- AK 047 WHITE SPIRIT
- AK 049 ODORLESS THINNER
- AK 050 ODORLESS THINNER
- AK 268 NITRO THINNER
- AK 617 WEATHERING PLASTER BASE
- AK 236 WASHABLE AGENT
- AK 183 ULTRA MATTE VARNISH
- AK 190 MATTE VARNISH
- AK 191 SATIN VARNISH
- AK 192 GLOSSY VARNISH

PANELINERS

- AK 2071 BROWN AND GREEN CAMO
- AK 2072 GREY AND BLUE CAMO
- AK 2073 SAND AND DESERT CAMO
- AK 2074 WHITE AND WINTER CAMO
- AK 2075 BLACK CAMO

The definitive range of products to cover all the possibilities of camouflages and achieve depth in panels on all kind of aircraft models.
The engines and transmissions of many vehicles offer a special aspect where the grease and the remains of spilt fuel are the protagonists.

**ENGINE EFFECTS**

- **AK 025** Fuel Stains
  For cars, tanks, trains, trucks and more.
- **AK 082** Engine Grime
  For cars, tanks, trains, trucks and more.
- **AK 2019** Aircraft Engine Oil
  For aircrafts, new less dense formula.
- **AK 084** Engine Oil
  Glossy finish for cars, tanks, trains, trucks and more.

**FILTERS**

- **AK 065** Afrika Korps Filter
- **AK 071** Blue for Panzer Grey
- **AK 4161** Neutral Grey
- **AK 261** Light Filter for Wood
- **AK 262** Filter for Brown Wood
- **AK 4162** Blue Green for Green Camo
- **AK 076** Filter for NATO Tanks

**STREAKING EFFECTS**

The products to create the effects of streaking dirt, grime, and rust.

- **AK 012** Streaking Grime
  For dark yellow vehicles
- **AK 013** Rust Streaks
- **AK 014** Winter Streaking Grime
  Grey brown for winter vehicles.
- **AK 024** Dark Streaking Grime
  For dark green vehicles.
- **AK 026** Slimy Grime Dark
  For ships, buildings, LVTPs...
- **AK 027** Slimy Grime Light
  For ships, buildings, LVTPs...
- **AK 067** Streaking Grime for Dak Vehicles
  For North Africa vehicles.
- **AK 069** Streaking Grime for Panzer Grey
  For early German tanks.
- **AK 074** Rainmarks
  For NATO tanks.
- **AK 094** Streaking Effects for Interior
- **AK 123** OIF & OEF Streaking
  For modern US vehicles.
- **AK 2039** Kerosene Leaks and Stains
Washes

Our washes offer the most extensive and specific range for all types of vehicles from different countries.

AK 070
BROWN BLUE

AK 045
DARK BROWN WASH

AK 046
LIGHT RUST WASH

AK 066
AFRICA KORPS WASH

AK 070
BROWN BLUE

AK 083
TRACK WASH

AK 121
WASH OIF & OEF

AK 093
WASH FOR INTERIORS

AK 263
WASH FOR WOOD

AK 300
DARK YELLOW WASH

AK 301
DARK FOR WOOD DECK

AK 302
WASH FOR GREY DECKS

AK 303
GREY FOR KRIEGSMARINE SHIPS

AK 677
NEUTRAL GREY

AK 159
METAL BURNISHING FLUID

AK 174
PHOTOETCH BURNISHING

AK 088
WORN EFFECTS ACRYLIC FLUID

AK 089
HEAVY CHIPPING ACRYLIC FLUID

AK 118
GRAVEL AND SAND FIXER

AK 186
PAINT STRIPPER

AK 174
PHOTOETCH BURNISHING

AK 088
WORN EFFECTS ACRYLIC FLUID

AK 089
HEAVY CHIPPING ACRYLIC FLUID
Abteilung 502 brushes have become a classic in the modeling world. Our wide range of high quality brushes allow the modeler to get the best results. With these brushes you can achieve all the effects needed in modeling. Use them along with our ABT114 Magic Gel for Brushes to always keep your brush tip as good as new.
Almost all modelers know these kind of brushes for their quality, durability and performance. Abteilung has done the best selection of sizes and the first brand to offer a practical transport tube to keep the brush in perfect conditions.

**ABT 850**
**MARTA KOLINSKY DELUXE BRUSHES**

Almost all modelers know these kind of brushes for their quality, durability and performance. Abteilung has done the best selection of sizes and the first brand to offer a practical transport tube to keep the brush in perfect conditions.
MERCHANDISING

AK 907
AK KEYCHAIN

AK 902
AKTION MAGAZINE MEN T-SHIRT